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eBIKE NEWS was born in January 2021, during the Covid pacdemic.

My will was to make a monthly press review free for all !

We got caught up in the game, Cédric, Nam Tran and myself in order to
present this emission with joy and good humor, without criticizing (this is not
the aim of the emission) and mainly to keep it completely free and accessible
to large structures, as well as to small ones.

We also realized that this program is UNIQUE in the internet landscape and
particularly in relation to the video format, especially on YouTube.

Two years later, it's more than 200 ads, loyal listeners who look forward to
each broadcast, more than 7,690 subscribers (a good motorcycle channel has
45,000 subscribers), each emission has more than 1,000 views on average .

But today we must go further.

During this first year, I refined the presentation of eBIKE NEWS.

I have also tried complementary format, such as eBIKE NEWS EXPRESS.

But if I want to go further, I need more means, and that is not the turnover of
my Ebike Distribution webiste which will allow me to go forward.

If I want to represent you better, the channel needs to grow despite its hyper-
specialized audience.

For each emission, in the description of the video, I put YOUR links to your
respective websites, you also have to do the same on your side, it helps for
SEO and it costs you NOTHING.

You subscribe to the Ebike-distribution channel and encourage your
community to subscribe is also an important thing and that costs you nothing,
on the contrary!

For each emission, I take YOUR official videos, YOUR official photos, in order
to ensure YOUR promotion as best as possible.
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You guess that with ONLY 7,690 subscribers, the remuneration of YouTube is

anecdotal.

To get to live of the YouTube wages, it would need a minimum of 300,000

subscribers.

So what to do? Stop eBIKE NEWS and deprive yourself of this media which is

today unique in its style and which offers you additional visibility?

If you want this magazine to continue to exist and grow, you will have to help

it!

How ?

1 – That your products are found in dropshipping on our Ebike Distribution

website, which will allow you to take a commission.

Ebike Distribution exists since 2009, it is a website specialized in

motorizations for electric bikes with 1,200 visits per week and a Google SEO at

80%.

2 - By a discount code intended for "eBIKE NEWS readers" and which also

allows you to know where the sale comes from to pay a commission to eBIKE

NEWS.

3 By a one-year advertising on the website Ebike Distribution.

Annonce : 1488 X 500 home page and product page publication with re-

direction to your website.

4 - Through donations to Tipeee.

The details for each formula are as follows:

1 - Dropshipping :

We practice YOUR public sales prices with delivery costs included.

We pay you the invoice in full LESS our commission before shipping by you,

whether the customer pays in installments or not.
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We ask for a tracking number with each delivery.

2 - Discount code for eBIKE NEWS customers.

The discount code is distributed ONLY to future customers who request it.

The unique code must have two functions.

A - The "customer" discount in % or in gifts

B - Our commission in %.

The customer places an order directly on your website and will pay you "directly".

You must then inform us of the amount of our commission following the sale excluding tax.

An invoice from us will be issued for payment.

3 – Advertising space in 1488 X 500 (reduced according to browsers) with the link to you website.

Announcement on the home page of our site, more on the products page.

Either two inserts for an ad.

The price of the ad 1200€ per year (difusion over 12 months).

Important : this announcement can be modified at will, according to YOUR information, promotions,
etc.

A simple email from you with the new ad and we change it.

Nothing to pay ‘’extra‘’.

4 - Tipeee donations, there you go to our page, and you simply make the donation you want to make.

eBIKE NEWS is a free magazine and will remain so if I continue it.

It ensures the promotion of all, without distinction, without criticism or negative opinion.

This philosophy, I hope to share it with you by being more and more present.

Now, the future of eBIKE NEWS is in your hands !

Sincerely,

- Philippe, Nam Tran et Cédric -


